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Dell Activity Light
Overview
The Dell Activity Light is a small application that controls the LED light on the cover of the New Dell
Chromebook 11.
NOTE: This application’s full functionality is only available on the New Dell Chromebook 11 (3120).

Figure 1. LED Light on the New Dell Chromebook 11 (3120)

Figure 2. Dell Activity Light Software installed on the New Dell Chromebook 11 (3120)
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Figure 3. Dell Activity Light Software

Steps to Launch the Application
1.

Sign in into your Google Account.

2.

Click the search icon.
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3.

Click Dell.

4.

Click the Dell Activity Light icon to launch the application.

5.

Next, click the icons to turn on the light.
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How to Use the Application
This interactive application enhances the classroom experience between the teacher and students.
Use cases:
To turn on light, click the appropriate icon.

•

Raise hand icon: Click to turn on blue light.

•

Ask a question icon: Click to turn on red light.

•

Discussion icon: Click to turn on yellow light.

Use Case Example:
During a quiet computerized test or quiz, a student can activate the red light to signal to the watching
teacher that he or she has a question. Perhaps, the student can activate the blue light to signal to the
teacher that he or she has to go to the restroom during that quiet test. With the teacher sitting or
standing in view of the back cover, the student does not have to talk or wave his or her arm and disturb
others to get the teacher’s attention.
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